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Monday 8th June 
 
Hello everyone! 
 
We hope you are keeping well.  As you know we phone you regularly to make sure 
that you are ok. We make our phone calls on a Monday and Tuesday so please answer 
your phone. If you get a miscall please phone nursery back as soon as possible. 
 
Here are some ideas for what to do at home with your child.  
 
We’ve been thinking about what the children love doing when they are at Lillian de 
Lissa Nursery. If you have a go at any of the activities we’d love to see a photo. You 
can send them to s.appadu@ldelissa.bham.sch.uk 
 
 We print them out because the staff love seeing them so much.  
 
1 Make a paper plane.  
You’ll need a piece of paper - ordinary A4 is great. Watch the video if you need 
guidance. A bit of sellotape will help hold it together across the top but it’s not 
essential. 
 
 https://youtu.be/r9ReNKZiZNc 
 
 
That’s just the start... 
You and your child can draw on the piece of paper to decorate it. It’d be brilliant if 
you could make one too - children LOVE it when adults join in - it makes them feel 
that what they are doing is important because you’re doing it too and..let’s face it 
..flying a paper plane is FUN for everyone- get the whole family involved.  
Next - find somewhere to fly your plane - indoor or outdoor - how far away can it 
fly? Whose plane can fly the furthest away?  
Remember to praise your child’s efforts and to have fun!  
 
 
 
 



2 At Nursery we have special books - our VERY favourite books that we keep in a 
book bag on the wall. Ask your child about the bags on the wall - all the children 
love those stories! Each group has a different bag every half term so that your 
child has experienced a range of fantastic books. Every week we’ll post a link to one 
of the books we know that the children love.  
This week it’s Naughty Bus. There aren’t any drawings in this book - it’s all photos. 
A bus that takes a journey through a house- including through a plate of baked 
beans! Oh no!  
 

 
 
https://youtu.be/ZWkyW4JboBY 
 
 
 
Perhaps you have a little toy car or bus at home that you could take photos of in 
different places in your home as it travels around? This could be your very own 
Naughty Bus/Car story. How special! Ask your child for ideas about where to put 
the car/bus- especially if it gets mucky!  
 
We know that being in lockdown with small children can be challenging sometimes. 
At Lillian de Lissa we often think of the children and the parents/carers. We do 
miss you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Ring us for a chat if you need to and please know this: 

 

 
 

Take Care and Stay Safe 

 

Kind Regards, 

 

All the team at Lillian de Lissa Nursery School 


